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Abstract—LEACH-like clustering protocols focus mainly on the
low-power, low-rate, and low-wakeup network applications, and
work in a multiround clustering strategy that causes frequent
handovers of cluster heads (CHs), thus less support for real-time
services that require stable cluster topologies. Besides, these pro-
tocols are faced with respective drawbacks, such as suboptimality
of selected heads, costly node-base station (BS) energy overheads,
lack of runtime cluster maintenance, etc. This article proposes
RANCE, a randomly centralized and on-demand clustering pro-
tocol, aiming at prolonging nodes’ clustered time to support
internodes collaboration while being energy efficient in mobile
ad hoc networks. First, RANCE designs a randomly centralized
CH selection mechanism in which every node in the local wire-
less network is eligible to initiate the centralized CH selection,
so that the self-organizing characteristics of mobile ad hoc nodes
can be utilized for head selection optimization. Second, taking
into account the wireless volatility caused by changes of topology,
obstacles, signal strength, etc., the fine-grained cluster relation-
ships maintenance is provided by means of multilevel aliveness
and adaptive bidirectional heartbeat packets. Third, RANCE
works in an event-driven and on-demand manner instead of a
time-triggered manner in LEACH-like protocols, to reduce the
impact on continuous services caused by frequent CH handovers
among all nodes. Simulation results show that RANCE provides
longer clustered time (over 99% of nodes’ lifetime in networks
more than 100 nodes) and good clustering scalability with high
consistency at minimum energy cost, and exhibits good potentials
in mobile wireless environments that are infrastructureless/poor
for continuous missions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MOBILE ad hoc network (MANET) and wireless sensor
network (WSN) are widely used in environment mon-

itoring, information gathering, mobile surveillance, disaster
rescue, battlefield communication, etc., [1], [2], and are usu-
ally deployed in harsh environments hardly within the reach
of humans. In such environments, because wireless nodes are
usually distant from the base station (BS), direct delivery of
messages from nodes to BS can be costly in terms of energy
consumption. Clustering is often an effective measure in
MANET/WSN to construct a hierarchical logical topology [3],
in which member nodes in a cluster only communicate with
the cluster head (CH) that conducts distant communication
with BS on behalf of the whole cluster. In this way, member
nodes do not have to conduct long-range energy-consuming
direct communication with BS frequently, so as to enhance
energy efficiency and prolong lifetime. LEACH [4] is a typi-
cal self-organized clustering protocol that adopts a distributed
algorithm to select CHs and construct clusters in a multi-
round manner where each round has a fixed duration, in which
way, energy consumption is expected to be evenly distributed
among nodes. LEACH has been actively studied and applied
since its emergence. Recent years have seen improvements to
LEACH in various aspects, such as how CHs can be opti-
mally selected [5]–[7], how multihop communication can be
introduced to further enhance energy efficiency [6], [8]–[12],
how node mobility can be supported [9], [13], how machine
learning and various swarm intelligence algorithms can be
integrated [14]–[19], how special purpose scenarios (such as
underwater, IoT, etc.) can be accommodated [11], [20]–[26],
etc., thus a series of LEACH-like protocols. Nevertheless,
there still exist some shortcomings that prevent their broader
applications in volatile MANETs.

1) Orientation of LEACH-Like Protocols Is Mainly to
Low-Continuous Nonrealtime Network Applications:
LEACH-like protocols adopt the time-triggered multi-
round strategy for CH selection [27], with the purpose
to distribute the heavy-duty role of CH among all partic-
ipating nodes so that energy consumption is expected to
be evenly distributed. This results in frequent (and some-
times unnecessary) handovers of CHs among all nodes.
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Therefore, these protocols are usually applicable in low-
power, low-rate, and low-wakeup network applications,
such as environmental data collection in WSNs. The fre-
quent CH handovers in LEACH-like protocols are not
conducive to the routing and forwarding of real-time
or continuous streaming services (such as video surveil-
lance), nor to the long-term or time-critical collaboration
between nodes.

2) Suboptimality of CH Selection: The original LEACH
adopts a distributed algorithm that allows for every
node to self-elect for the role of CH. In this pure dis-
tributed framework, nodes are unaware of important
metrics (e.g., residual energy) of one another, which
are critical for optimal CH selection. Therefore, elected
CHs might not always be the best-suited ones. On the
other hand, the BS-based centralized CH selection [e.g.,
LEACH centralized (LEACH-C) [4]] that periodically
collects node metrics is expected to handle the subopti-
mality problem. However, the delivery of node metrics
to the distant BS requires higher power long-range com-
munication that introduces extra bandwidth and energy
overheads, shortening nodes’ lifetime [28].

3) Lack of Cluster Relationship Maintenance: Topological
dynamics and time variability after cluster formation are
not well taken into consideration by LEACH-like proto-
cols. Wireless mobile networks are highly volatile in that
there exist instabilities in signal strength and radio cover-
age caused by distance, terrain, obstacles, mobility, etc.,
thus, the possible temporary or long-term changes of
head-member relationships in a cluster during runtime.
These changes must be discovered in a timely fashion
so that cluster relationships can be kept as consistent
as possible with underlying link-layer or physical-layer
topologies. This requires a fine-grained cluster relation-
ship maintenance that is missing in current LEACH-like
protocols.

In order to overcome these shortcomings, this article pro-
poses RANCE, a randomly centralized and on-demand clus-
tering protocol for MANETs. We envision that in MANETs,
while energy is still a critical metric for a wireless network to
operate properly, flexible and long-term internodes collabora-
tion is also a key factor for sophisticated collaborative tasks.
To this extent, RANCE pays a special focus on mobile applica-
tions that require long-term internodes collaboration organized
by clusters in MANETs. RANCE aims at prolonging nodes’
clustered time and enhancing consistency between cluster rela-
tionships and underlying topologies, while still being energy
efficient. This work is summarized as follows.

1) First, RANCE designs a randomly centralized CH selec-
tion mechanism in which every node in the local wireless
network is eligible to initiate the centralized CH selec-
tion, so that the self-organizing characteristics of ad hoc
networks can be utilized for CH selection optimization.
It is a centralized CH selection without the evolvement
of the remote BS, so as to sustain energy efficiency.

2) Second, taking into account the wireless volatility
caused by changes of topology, signal strength, mobil-
ity, etc., cluster relationships are timely and dynamically

maintained by multilevel aliveness and bidirectional
heartbeat packets, to provide high accuracy and consis-
tency for cluster relationships.

3) Third, RANCE works in an event-driven and on-demand
manner instead of a time-triggered manner commonly
used in LEACH-like protocols, to reduce the impact on
continuous services caused by unstable forwarding or
routing due to frequent CH handovers among all nodes.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Related
works are summarized in Section II. Section III mathemati-
cally analyzes problems when applying LEACH-like protocols
in MANETs. Section IV specifies the details of RANCE,
including initial clustering, maintenance, hitchhiking, rebuild-
ing, etc., together with the protocol analysis. Section V envi-
sions possible applications of RANCE in mobile surveillance,
IoT, etc. Section VI conducts various OMNeT++ simulations
to test the functionalities and performance of RANCE, with
comparison with LEACH-like protocols. Finally, this article is
concluded and future works are envisioned in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

LEACH is applied in the distributed clustering in WSNs,
where each node generates a threshold T(n) periodically. A
stochastic approach is adopted to generate T(n), as follows:

T(n) =
{ p

1−p×
(

r mod 1
p

) , if n ∈ G

0, otherwise
(1)

where n refers to the nth node, p refers to the percentage of
CHs required in the network, r refers to the ongoing round,
and G refers to the set of nodes that have not become CHs
in the last 1/p rounds. Every node also generates a random
value and compares it with T(n). If it is smaller than T(n), this
node elects itself as a CH and propagates the advertisement to
other nodes, which can choose to join the cluster. For every
1/p rounds, T(n) is gradually getting larger round by round.
Therefore, stochastically all nodes have a very probability to
become CHs every 1/p rounds. LEACH works in a multiround
manner, so that the energy-consuming role of CH is expected
to be distributed among all nodes for load balancing. LEACH
might suffer from suboptimality during CH selection due to
its distributed stochastic approach. In addition, CHs are not
uniformly distributed, which leads to nonuniform cluster for-
mation [29]. Therefore, many improvements are made based
on LEACH.

A. Centralized Improvements

Introducing centralization during CH selection is an effec-
tive measure to solve the suboptimality issue seen in LEACH.
LEACH-C [4] is a centralized version of LEACH, where the
remote BS collects metrics of nodes and decide the best-suited
ones to be CHs in a centralized manner. LEACH-C conducts
CH selection by using simulated annealing algorithm to mini-
mize the sum of squared distances between all nodes to reduce
energy consumption. The major issue of LEACH-C is the
remarkably more energy used for metrics reporting from nodes
to BS. Centralized energy-efficient clustering routing proto-
col (CEECR) [30], which is also a centralized protocol based
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TABLE I
CLUSTERING PROTOCOL COMPARISON

on LEACH-C, considers node mobility during clustering. The
major criteria for CH selection in CEECR are reliability
(i.e., nodes with energy above average) and stability (i.e.,
nodes with speed below average). Another problem faced with
CEECR and other centralized protocols is its comparatively
poor scalability in larger wireless mobile networks [27].

B. Distributed Improvements

Dynamic multihop LEACH (DMH-LEACH) [9] intro-
duces multihop communication to LEACH, so that the need
for energy-consuming long-range single-hop communication
between CHs and BS can be reduced. However, simply intro-
ducing the multihop communication causes another problem
that CHs nearer to BS have to relay traffic sent from fur-
ther CHs, in addition to the local cluster traffic. This results
in severe energy drainage that compromises network lifetime.
DMH-LEACH takes advantage of node mobility, and nodes
with stronger mobility are more likely to be selected as CHs.
This is based on the intuition that nodes with stronger mobility
move toward to or away from BS more frequent, so that they
do not always stay nearer to BS to relay traffic as CHs. This
keeps energy consumption low in multihop communications.

Verma et al. [6] proposed the fuzzy logic LEACH. Fuzzy
logic is used to select a super CH (i.e., SCH) among all
ordinary CHs based on residual energy, mobility, centrality,
etc. SCH communicates with BS on behalf of CHs, so that
CHs do not have to conduct frequent long range BS-CH
communications.

LEACH Relay (LEACH-R) [8] divides every round into
two phases, namely, clustering phase and relay phase. The
clustering phase is further divided into two subphases: 1) CH
selection, which selects CH by means of random value T(n)

and local energy rank D(n) and 2) cluster formation, which
works almost identical to LEACH except for the exchange
of energy information between CH and members to calculate
D(n). The relay phase is further divided into two subphases
as well: 1) relay selection, which determines the shortest
route that consists of several relay nodes (cluster members

might also become relays in addition to CHs) and 2) rout-
ing, which sends half of the traffic cached locally in the
first step, and sends the rest if the ACK of the first half
returns. This caching strategy enhances the packet delivery
ratio yet increases latency due to multiple transmissions, thus
unfriendly to real-time services.

C. Energy Improvements

Neamatollahi et al. [27] proposed the dynamic hyper round
policy (DHRP), which schedules clustering task to extend the
network lifetime and reduce energy consumption, as opposed
to the round-based policy adopted in both distributed and
centralized LEACH-like protocols. Clustering is only per-
formed at the beginning of each dynamic hyper round (i.e.,
coarser grained and dynamically reorganized atomic rounds).
This reduces energy overheads of round-based CH handovers
among nodes by eliminating the unnecessary reclusterings.
Baroudi [31] proposed a wirelessly energy-charged scheme
(WINCH) to enable robot-assisted wireless energy transfer in
WSNs. In WINCH, CHs are selected using LEACH-C, then
robots visit the sites frequently as needed, and place them-
selves in the optimal positions to conduct wireless charging to
extend the network lifetime.

Table I summarizes a brief comparison between different
LEACH-like clustering protocols. Compared with these pro-
tocols, RANCE has remarkable differences in several aspects
(see the last line of Table I). It selects CHs in a randomly
centralized manner, and considers various application-oriented
criteria (e.g., energy and bandwidth) during CH selection that
reflect application characteristics. RANCE also selects CHs in
an event-driven (e.g., events that indicate lower energy of cur-
rent CHs) and on-demand (e.g., when cluster members become
detached) manner, other than the time-triggered round-based
method. Therefore, RANCE reduces unnecessary pauses of
continuous services caused by frequent CH handovers, and
improves energy efficiency. Last but not least, RANCE pro-
vides cluster relationship maintenance seldom seen in previous
LEACH-like protocols to eliminate at large the inconsistency
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Fig. 1. Round duration of LEACH-like protocols.

between logical clusters and physical topologies. Technical
details of RANCE can be found in successive parts.

III. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS AND

PROBLEM MODELING

Previous works of LEACH-like protocols focus mainly on
extending the lifetime of the network. For a MANET, nodes
are required to collaborate to accomplish complex tasks. To
achieve this, it is also desirable that nodes stay attached in
some cluster long enough to offer data relay and various func-
tions. We mathematically analyze key metrics of LEACH-like
protocols in a mobile wireless and collaborative environments,
and demonstrate step by step the inapplicability of simply
applying LEACH-like protocols in such environments given
their static round-based (i.e., fixed duration for each round)
clustering workflows, using a simplified example as shown in
Fig. 1. The duration of every clustering round is a fixed value
�u. Notations and definitions used in mathematical analysis
hereinafter are given in Table II.

A. Clustered Time

Clustered time represents the duration one node stays
attached to some cluster. We first deduct the mathematical
representation of clustered time of a node k. Suppose node
k is clustered with CH h. Let t denote time, and p denote
the pth round. Let xk(p) and yk(p) denote the x-y coordi-
nates at the beginning of round p, and sk(t) and θk(t) denote
the time-varying speed and angle of node k, respectively. The
coordinates for round p+1 can be acquired using the following
equations:

xk(p + 1) = xk(tp + �u)

=
∫ tp+�u

tp
sk(t) cos θk(t)dt + xk(p) (2)

yk(p + 1) = yk(tp + �u)

=
∫ tp+�u

tp
sk(t) sin θk(t)dt + yk(p). (3)

Therefore, the distance dk,h between node k and CH h for
the beginning of round p can be calculated through the fol-
lowing equation. Taking (2)–(3) into 4, dk,h can be obtained
in a recursive manner given deterministic xk(0), yk(0), sk(t),
and θk(t)

dk,h(p) =
√

(xk(p) − xh(p))2 + (yk(p) − yh(p))2. (4)

TABLE II
NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS FOR ADAPTIVE INTERVALS

Let ck(p) denote a 0-1 variable indicating whether node k
is inside the radio coverage Dh of CH h, as the following:

ck,h(p) =
{

1, dk,h(p) < Dh

0, dk,h(p) ≥ Dh.
(5)

The clustered time of node k can be calculated using (6),
because once a node k is inside the radio coverage of some CH
h at the beginning of some round p (that is when clustering
occurs), node k receives CH advertisements, and is able to par-
ticipate in the clustering process thus getting attached. During
the whole duration �u, node k is considered to be clustered
with CH h due to the fixed round-based strategy adopted by
LEACH-like protocols

�ctk =
P∑

p=0

ck,h(p)�u. (6)

The average clustered time ctav and its percentage ctpav in
a MANET are shown as follows, where K denotes the total
number of nodes, and lifeav denotes the average lifetime of
nodes

ctav =
K∑

k=1

�ctk
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ctpav = ctav

lifeav
. (7)

Assume CHs are perfectly evenly distributed for each round,
if all nodes are static or moving to the same direction with the
same speed, i.e., sk(t) = sl(t) and θk(t) = θl(t) for any nodes
k, l ∈ {1, . . . , K}, k �= l, it holds true that dk,l(p) = dk,l(p + 1)

according to (2)–(7), thus very long clustered time once they
are initially clustered. Therefore, the primary factor that affects
the clustered time is the initial distribution (i.e., positions)
of nodes, and LEACH-like protocols will work just fine in
such “static” scenarios. However, for an ad hoc and randomly
mobile wireless network, sk(t) and θk(t) where k ∈ {1, . . . , K}
are very different from node to node, and from time to time,
thus higher probability for ck(p) to be assigned 0, leading
to shorter clustered time when simply applying LEACH-like
protocols.

B. Consistency

Another thing worth noticing in a mobile wireless environ-
ment is that a node k might move out of the radio coverage
of CH h and back inside later during �u, i.e., physically
detached for a short period of time �t while seemingly clus-
tered throughout the duration �u of a round, where �t < �u
as shown in Fig. 1. CH h might not be aware of this short-
term physical detach since LEACH-like protocols work on the
basis of fixed round duration �u. Therefore, there is proba-
bility that the clustered status discovered by CH h might be
different with the real underlying physical topology during
�t, thus the inconsistency. If data are forwarded by CH to
inconsistent cluster members during �t, packet delivery fails,
harmful to continuous streaming-styled services that require
stable wireless links.

Consistency represents the consistent states between the
clustered relationships discovered by the CH and physical
topologies. We deduct the mathematical representation of
consistency. Suppose consistency can be checked every �t
seconds (which, however, is usually missing in LEACH-like
protocols), and each �u contains Q �ts, i.e., the following:

Q = �u

�t
. (8)

Let p denote the pth round and q denote the qth tick (i.e.,
the beginning of every �t) inside the round. We have the
following relationships:

tp,q = tp,q−1 + �t. (9)

The coordinates of node k at time tp,q (i.e., the qth tick of
the pth round) can be acquired using the following equations:

xk(tp,q) = xk(tp,q−1 + �t)

=
∫ tp,q−1+�t

tp,q−1

sk(t) cos θk(t)dt + xk(tp,q−1) (10)

yk(tp,q) = yk(tp,q−1 + �t)

=
∫ tp,q−1+�t

tp,q−1

sk(t) sin θk(t)dt + yk(tp,q−1). (11)

Inconsistency occurs when the following condition holds
true during �t, i.e., a cluster member moves out of the CH’s

radio coverage before the next round starts

dk,h(tp,q) =
√(

xk(tp,q) − xh(tp,q)
)2 + (

yk(tp,q) − yh(tp,q)
)2

≥ Dh, where 0 ≤ q ≤ Q. (12)

Let Vun
h (tp,q) denote the set for any cluster member k of

CH h whose dk,h(tp,q) ≥ Dh, and Vh(tp,q) denote the set
of all cluster members of CH h at time tp,q. The instanta-
neous consistency of CH h at time tp,q can be acquired by the
following:

conh(tp,q) = 1 −
∥∥Vun

h (tp,q)
∥∥∥∥Vh(tp,q)
∥∥ . (13)

The overall consistency throughout the lifetime of CH h can
be obtained by the following:

conh =
P∑

p=0

Q∑
q=0

conh(tp,q). (14)

The average consistency in a MANET is as follows, where
H denotes the total number of nodes that have been CHs:

conav =
H∑

h=1

conh. (15)

Despite of its importance, consistency checking is usually
missing in LEACH-like protocols. That is why the clus-
ter relationships in a mobile ad hoc environment can be
inaccurate.

C. Extra Energy Consumption

To improve consistency between cluster relationships and
physical topologies for LEACH-like protocols, intuitively,
introducing periodic consistency check with smaller �t seems
promising, because inconsistent cluster relationships can be
removed in time once discovered. Nevertheless, it hardly cap-
tures the wireless dynamics in MANETs, and incurs higher
energy consumption caused by more packet exchanges. Now,
we analyze energy consumption. We assume a simplified con-
sistency check model that works in round-trip manner: the CH
multicasts a request packet for the consistency check, and clus-
ter members unicast a reply upon reception. Any failed reply
within �t implies that (12) holds, thus the inconsistency. The
radio model we adopted for energy consumption is similar to
that of [32]

Etx(l, d) =
{

lEelec + lεfsd2, d < d0

lEelec + lεmpd4, d ≥ d0

Erx(l) = lEelec. (16)

In (16), d is the distance between sender and receiver
nodes, Eelec = 50 nJ/bit is the energy dissipated per bit to
run the transceiver circuitry, l is the length of packet by bit,
whereas εfs = 10 pJ/bit/m2 and εmp = 0.0013 pJ/bit/m4 are
amplifier energy parameters corresponding to the free space
channel model and the multipath channel model, respectively.
During round p with duration �u, if consistency check is to
be executed every �t, the energy consumed by CH h can be
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calculated by (18) where Etx(l, Dh) represents the energy con-
sumption of the multicast by the CH, and ‖Vcon

h (tp,q)‖Erx(l)
represents the CH’s energy consumption of receiving of pack-
ets returned by cluster members. The energy consumed by all
cluster members of the cluster can be obtained by (19), where
Etx(l, dk,h) represents the energy consumption of the unicast
responded to the CH by every member, and ‖Vcon

h (tp,q)‖Erx(l)
represents cluster members’ energy consumption of receiving
of multicast issued by the CH. Together, the extra energy con-
sumption by simple consistency check during a round can be
obtained through (20) as follows:

Vcon
h (tp,q) = Vh(tp,q) − Vun

h (tp,q) (17)

Eh(p) ≥
Q∑

q=0

[
Etx(l, Dh) + ∥∥Vcon

h (tp,q)
∥∥Erx(l)

]
(18)

Emem(p) ≥
Q∑

q=0

⎡
⎣‖Vcon

h (tp,q)‖∑
k=1

Etx(l, dk,h) + ∥∥Vcon
h (tp,q)

∥∥Erx(l)

⎤
⎦

(19)

Eextra(p) = Eh(p) + Emem(p). (20)

As seen from (20), simply introducing static periodic con-
sistency check to LEACH-like protocols incurs extra energy
consumption to enhance consistency of plain LEACH-like
protocols for a cluster during a round. In a mobile ad hoc
environment, distances between nodes can be large, espe-
cially for centralized clustering such as LEACH-C, thus energy
consuming if the consistency checking is not deliberately
designed. The average extra energy consumption for every
node throughout its lifetime can be obtained by the following:

Eextra_av =
∑P

p=0 Eextra(p)

K
. (21)

D. Problem Modeling

Based on the previous mathematical analysis, simply intro-
ducing frequent checking every �t where �t < �u can
hardly improve clustered time and consistency while still being
energy efficient. Therefore, a dedicated protocol should be
designed considering the requirements of clustering and the
dynamics of MANETs.

The key problem is twofold, prolonging the clustered time at
minimum energy cost to sustain continuous services, and offer-
ing a fine-grained maintenance mechanism to provide high
consistent cluster relationships, which can be modeled as a
mathematical programming problem as follows:

max ctav and conav (22)

min Eextra_av (23)

s.t. ck,h(p) ∈ {0, 1}, h �= k, h, k ∈ {1, . . . , K} (24)
H∑

h=1

ck,h(p) ≤ 1, h �= k, h, k ∈ {1, . . . , K} (25)

∃t, sk(t) > 0, k ∈ {1, . . . , K} (26)

∃t, ∃ε, θk(t) �= θk(t + ε), |ε > 0|, k ∈ {1, . . . , K} (27)

0 < xk(t) < X, k ∈ {1, . . . , K} (28)

TABLE III
TYPES OF PDUS AND ROLES

0 < yk(t) < Y, k ∈ {1, . . . , K} (29)

0 < Dk � min(X, Y), k ∈ {1, . . . , K}. (30)

Conditions (24) and (25) indicate that a node can be clus-
tered with at most one CH for every round. Conditions (26)
and (27) emphasize the network mobility with changing speed
and angle, and conditions (28) and (29) indicate the deployed
dimensions of the MANET. Condition (30) indicates a low-
energy network that nodes can only communicate with nearby
peers locally. In order to solve this problem, RANCE, a
randomly centralized and on-demand clustering protocol, is
proposed.

IV. RANCE CLUSTERING PROTOCOL

RANCE can be divided into four phases (see
Sections IV-B–IV-E), namely, clustering, maintaining,
hitchhiking, and rebuilding, among which the latter two
can be categorized as subphases of the maintaining phase.
We first introduce RANCE’s protocol data unit (PDU) and
configurations.

A. PDU and Configurations

RANCE is designed as an application protocol on top
of UDP. Without losing generality, RANCE can also be
implemented as a link-layer protocol in real-world implemen-
tations. It consists of several differently typed PDUs, including
cluster_build, cluster_join, cluster_role, cluster_confirm, clus-
ter_ack, etc. There are several different roles during the
clustering process, namely, peer, head, member, initiator, etc.
Explanations of PDUs and roles are shown in Table III.

The structure of PDUs is shown in Fig. 2. The type field
indicates the PDU type among cluster_build, cluster_join,
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TABLE IV
EXAMPLE OF FITNESS EVALUATION

Fig. 2. RANCE clustering protocol PDU structure.

cluster_role, cluster_confirm, cluster_ack, etc. The role1 indi-
cates the self role of the PDU sender whereas role2 indicates
the role to be assigned to the PDU receiver in some cases. If
no role is assigned, role2 is set as unspecified (i.e., unspec).
The fitness in the PDU indicates how suitable a node is to
be selected as CH. Therefore, the initiator must collect fitness
values of nodes in advance before the CH selection. The acqui-
sition of fitness values works in two ways: 1) the sender of the
PDU can leave the fitness field blank, and encapsulate JSON-
formatted metrics (if implemented as an application protocol)
in the payload so that the initiator can calculate the fitness
value in a centralized manner or 2) the sender can directly
calculate the fitness value locally, fill it in the fitness field,
and send to the initiator. Either way, the fitness value can be
determined by aggregating important metrics (such as resid-
ual energy, CPU, RAM, bandwidth, etc.), together with their
tendencies, i.e., positive (the larger values the better) or neg-
ative (the smaller values the better), as shown in 31, where
i represents the ith metric of a node, signi represents its ten-
dency, wgti represents its weight, vi represents its real value,
and benchi represents the preconfigured benchmark value for
the ith metric

sign =
{

1, if positive
−1, if negative

f =
n∑

i=1

signi × wgti × vi

benchi
, where

n∑
i=1

wgti = 1. (31)

Table IV explains how fitness values can be evaluated con-
sidering metrics v1–v6, i.e., residual RAM, occupied CPU,
residual battery, residual bandwidth, delay, and packet loss of
several nodes (N1–N4). Obviously, occupied CPU and delay

are metrics with negative tendencies while the others are pos-
itive ones. In the example shown in Table IV, residual battery
(v3) has the highest weight (wgt3 = 0.6), which means it
imposes the greatest impact for fitness evaluation. By apply-
ing (31), fitness values for nodes N1–N4 are 0.227, 0.157,
0.479, and 0.389, respectively, given metric values, weights,
and bench values in Table IV. Therefore, when selecting CH,
the initiator that collects fitness values is most likely to pick
N3 as CH. It is reasonable to value residual battery the most
in battery-critical missions (e.g., long-time periodical environ-
mental monitoring), by assigning weight as high as 0.6 in
Table IV. Other metrics and weights can also be considered
for various applications, depending on their natures. For exam-
ple, time-critical missions (e.g., battlefields monitoring) would
favor delay by assigning higher weight to it, and bandwidth-
critical missions (e.g., live video surveillance) would favor
residual bandwidth instead. Indeed, weights assignments are
quite application dependent.

B. Clustering

1) Initiation of Clustering: Every mobile node works in a
peer-to-peer manner if no clustering process takes place, thus
called peers, i.e., the initial role for every mobile node. Peers
are configured to automatically join a multicast group (e.g.,
224.0.0.1) and are all able to initiate the clustering process
by multicasting the cluster_build PDU. In order to reduce the
chance of conflicts with other cluster_build initiations, peers
enter the WAIT_FOR_BUILD state to passively allow for clus-
tering led by others. When the WAIT_FOR_BUILD state times
out after B seconds (which means no other peer initiates clus-
tering), a peer is free to send cluster_build, actively leading
the clustering process, and enters the WAIT_FOR_JOIN state
with a J-second timer. The reason why WAIT_FOR_JOIN
state lasts for J seconds is to allow for enough PDU round-
trip time. Meanwhile the role of this peer has now been
changed to initiator. Note that an initiator is not a CH by
default. A selection for CH will take place later. Other peers
receiving cluster_build send back cluster_joins, and enter the
WAIT_FOR_ROLE state whose timer lasts for R seconds.
If no role is assigned within R seconds, a peer goes back
to WAIT_FOR_BUILD state. The initiator adds the sender
peer of cluster_join in the cand_list (candidate list), a key-
value store whose keys are the IP addresses and values are
corresponding node details.

2) CH Selection and Role Assignment: When the
WAIT_FOR_JOIN state times out, the initiator starts the CH
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selection among peers stored in the cand_list, based on the
fitness either contained in cluster_join or calculated based on
metrics encapsulated in the cluster_join payload. When the to-
be CH is selected, the initiator notifies it with the cluster_role
PDU wherein the role2 field is set as head, and then the peer
sets its role as head accordingly upon PDU reception and
becomes the CH. CH then multicasts the cluster_role PDU to
all other peers with the role1 field as head (indicating itself as
role the head) and role2 field as member (notifying participant
peers of the role as members for themselves).

3) Cluster Formation: The CH enters the
WAIT_FOR_CONFIRM state with a C-second timer.
Peers reply cluster_confirm PDUs if they accept the role
as members and enter the WAIT_FOR_ACK state with a
A-second timer. If the A-second timer timeouts, it indicates
that the CH does not reply the cluster_ack PDU in time,
possibly because the participant peer and the CH mutually
move out of radio range due to mobility, or node failures, etc.,
in which case, peers reenter the WAIT_FOR_BUILD state
to start over the clustering process from scratch. If the CH
replies cluster_ack in time before WAIT_FOR_ACK times
out, the participant peer can safely assume the cluster is now
constructed, enters the BUILT state, and becomes a controlled
member of the cluster. When the WAIT_FOR_CONFIRM
state times out, the CH stores those nodes who replied
cluster_confirms (indicating willingness to become members)
in the cluster_rel (cluster relationships), also a key-value store
as cand_list, except for that cluster_rel stores real members
after cluster formation while cand_list stores temporary
candidate members during clustering, and finally enters the
BUILT state where cluster-based collaboration can happen.

The clustering procedure is depicted in Algorithm 1. Fig. 3
depicts the finite-state machines (FSMs) of the whole work-
flow of RANCE (including the clustering phase described
in this section, and maintenance, hitchhiking, and rebuilding
phases to be described later), wherein black arrows are the
state transitions of the clustering procedure. Fig. 4(a) gives
an example on how a cluster is constructed: 1) N1 initi-
ates cluster_build; 2) N2–N4 reply with cluster_joins; 3) N1
selects N3 as the CH by comparing fitness values and noti-
fies N3 the result; 4) N3 notifies all other nodes its role as
the CH, and their roles as the cluster members; 5) all other
nodes confirm to join the cluster; and 6) N3 acknowledges the
cluster formation. To summarize, during the clustering pro-
cess, initiation of clustering is competed randomly, and CHs
are selected in a centralized manner only in the local wire-
less network, which reduces energy consumption caused by
long-range BS-involved communication.

C. Maintenance

1) Bidirectional Heartbeat Interactions: The CH and all
cluster members are mobile nodes. There might be changes
of link-layer connectivities due to mobility, wireless commu-
nication range, signal strength, obstacles, terrains, etc., thus
the possibility of inconsistency between logical cluster rela-
tionships and physical connectivities, if no maintenance is
provided after cluster formation. Therefore, a fine-grained

Algorithm 1 Clustering Procedure
1: state WAIT_FOR_BUILD(timeout=B):
2: role = peer; head = null
3: cluster_rel = cand_list = {self}
4: if receive cluster_build then
5: reply cluster_join
6: enter WAIT_FOR_ROLE(timeout=R)
7: if timeout then
8: role = initiator
9: multicast cluster_build

10: enter WAIT_FOR_JOIN(timeout=J)
11:
12: state WAIT_FOR_JOIN(timeout=J):
13: if receive cluster_join then
14: add to cand_list
15: if timeout then
16: if cand_list.size == 1 then
17: enter WAIT_FOR_BUILD(timeout=B)
18: else if cand_list.size > 1 then
19: send cluster_role(role2=head) to cand_list.best
20: enter WAIT_FOR_ROLE(timeout=R)
21:
22: state WAIT_FOR_ROLE(timeout=R):
23: if receives cluster_role then
24: role = role2 in cluster_role
25: if role == head then
26: multicast cluster_role(role1=head,role2=member)
27: enter WAIT_FOR_CONFIRM(timeout=C)
28: else if role2 == member then
29: head = sender of cluster_role
30: reply cluster_confirm
31: enter WAIT_FOR_ACK(timeout=A)
32: if timeout then
33: enter WAIT_FOR_BUILD(timeout=B)
34:
35: state WAIT_FOR_CONFIRM(timeout=C):
36: if receive cluster_confirm then
37: reply cluster_ack
38: add to cluster_rel and set its aliveness al=3
39: enter WAIT_FOR_CONFIRM(timeout=C)
40: if timeout then
41: if cluster_rel.size == 1 then
42: enter WAIT_FOR_BUILD(timeout=B)
43: else if cluster_rel.size > 1 then
44: enter BUILT()
45:
46: state WAIT_FOR_ACK(timeout=A):
47: if receive cluster_ack then
48: enter BUILT()
49: else if timeout then
50: enter WAIT_FOR_BUILD(timeout=B)

maintenance mechanism should be designed to distinguish
short-term and long-term connectivity changes, to properly
restore or dissolve cluster relationships stored in cluster_rel,
respectively, so as to keep cluster relationships and physical
connectivities as consistent as possible.

Cluster relationships are evaluated by the multilevel alive-
ness and maintained through bidirectional heartbeat packets
interactions in RANCE. The CH has details of every partici-
pant member stored in the cluster_rel key-value store while
members do not have to know about other members, thus
having only the CH’s details inside the cluster_rel of their
own. The cluster_rel has the following key-value structure,
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Fig. 3. FSMs of RANCE.

IP: {aliveness, fitness, x-coordinate, y-coordinate, . . .}. Every
node has an initial aliveness value of alini = 3. The CH initi-
ates heartbeat interactions by multicasting a cluster_alive_req
PDU every �t seconds, i.e., the heart_beat_timer. Members
in the same cluster reply a cluster_alive_resp PDU to the CH
upon reception of cluster_alive_req. The successful reception
of cluster_alive_req/resp resets the aliveness of the corre-
sponding node k back to its initial value in the cluster_rel,
i.e., alk = alini, indicating the mutual communication is still
alive. Every node also checks whether cluster_alive_req/resp is
received within �t seconds, i.e., the check_alive_timer. Node
k’s aliveness decreases by 1 for every failed reception of clus-
ter_alive_req/resp within every �t seconds, i.e., alk = alk −1.
If the aliveness reaches 0, i.e., alk = 0, the corresponding node

k is considered to be detached (i.e., out of radio range, node
failure, etc.), and will be deleted from the cluster_rel.

The maintenance procedure is described in detail in
Algorithm 2. Red arrows in Fig. 3 depict the state transitions
of the maintenance procedure. Fig. 4(b) exhibits a possible
maintenance situation, and Table V shows the aliveness val-
ues of cluster members known by CH N3 over time. The
dashed circle indicates the radio range of CH N3. N3 repeat-
edly multicasts cluster_alive_req ( 1©, 4©, and 7© in the figure)
every �t seconds. Member N4 temporarily moves out of the
radio range (step 3©), which leads to the unsuccessful recep-
tion of cluster_alive_req from and cluster_alive_resp back to
N3 within �t seconds. At this point of time, N4’s aliveness
value stored in N3’s cluster_rel is reduced by 1 and vice versa
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. Examples of the RANCE protocol. (a) Clustering. (b) Maintenance. (c) Hitchhiking. (d) Rebuilding.

Algorithm 2 Maintenance Procedure
1: state BUILT():
2: set heart_beat_timer(timeout=I) by Equation 32
3: set check_alive_timer(timeout=I) by Equation 32
4: if check_alive_timer times out then
5: reduce all nodes’ aliveness in cluster_rel by 1
6: remove all nodes if aliveness al < 1 from cluster_rel
7: if cluster_rel.size == 1 then
8: multicast cluster_detach
9: enter WAIT_FOR_BUILD(timeout=B)

10: else if cluster_rel.size > 1 then
11: set check_alive_timer(timeout=I) by Equation 32
12: if heart_beat_timer times out && role == head then
13: multicast cluster_alive_req
14: set heart_beat_timer(timeout=I) by Equation 32
15: if receives cluster_alive_req && role == member then
16: reply cluster_alive_resp
17: set al=3 in cluster_rel whose IP is the sender IP
18: if receives cluster_alive_resp && role == head then
19: set al=3 in cluster_rel whose IP is the sender IP
20: if receives cluster_detach && role == member then
21: enter WAIT_FOR_BUILD(timeout=B)

(see the “after 5©” column in the table). However, it does not
incur the immediate deletion of N4 from N3’s cluster_rel (and
vice versa) because mobile nodes do have some probability of
moving back to the CH’s radio range within �t seconds, if
the aliveness values does not reach to 0. The aliveness prob-
ing will attempt for at most alini times before the deletion.
We can see that N4 moves back to the radio range (step 6©)
and sends back cluster_alive_resp upon N3’s cluster_alive_req

TABLE V
ALIVENESS VALUES OF CLUSTER MEMBERS KNOWN BY CH N3

multicast (step 8©), leading N3 and N4’s aliveness values are
both reset to alini (see the “after 8©” column in the table).
Nevertheless, N1 will be permanently removed from N3’s clus-
ter_rel since it never returns back to the N3’s radio range
before alini unsuccessful heartbeat interactions.

Indeed, the aliveness mechanism, instead of immediate
removal of the out-of-range member from the cluster, intro-
duces some tolerance to topology dynamics caused by mobil-
ity, etc., and prolongs the time of being clustered if the
topology changes are just temporary, thus a more stable cluster
structure and longer clustered time, which is critical for intern-
odes cooperations in MANETs. It also keeps the cluster_rel
consistent with physical topologies through repeated bidirec-
tional interactions. However, these packet interactions incur
extra energy consumption. We will try to balance the cluster
relationship consistency and energy consumption by means of
adaptive aliveness probing (Section IV-C2).

2) Adaptive Aliveness Probing: Note that the aliveness
probing interval �t can be set as a fixed value, meaning that
the aliveness probing and checking occurs in a periodic man-
ner. To better capture the mobility of nodes and the dynamics
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of the cluster topology, we also designed a mechanism that can
automatically calculate an adaptive aliveness probing interval
based on the spacial distance between nodes. Intuitively, the
larger the spacial distance, the more possible that a node moves
out of the radio coverage of the CH, thus higher possibility
of detaching. If the aliveness probing interval can be adap-
tively shortened based on this intuition, nodes more likely to
get detached can be discovered as early as possible, so that
topology alteration is known timely. On the contrary, if nodes
stay close to each other, aliveness probing does not need to be
executed as frequently. The adaptive aliveness probing interval
is obtained by applying (32), a Euclidean distance-based decay
function, at the CH. First, every spacial distance between
member k in cluster_rel and the CH h itself is calculated, using
x and y coordinates encapsulated in cluster_alive_resp sent by
members. The maximum distance is selected and denoted as
d. D is the bench spacial distance from the CH, usually the
radio coverage. Since D is the furthest reach between the CH
and members, any member beyond distance D will not be
able to send cluster_alive_resp, thus 0 ≤ d ≤ D, i.e., −1 ≤
(d − D/2/D/2) ≤ 1 → (1/e) ≤ e−(d−D/2/D/2) ≤ e. Actually,
D/2 is the dividing line according to (32) in that if there is
any member beyond this line, �tadapt (the adaptive interval)
falls into a smaller range of [(�trng/e)+�tmin,�trng +�tmin)

for more frequent aliveness probing, otherwise, into a larger
range of (�trng + �tmin, e · �trng + �tmin) for less frequent
aliveness probing

d = N
max
k=1

(√
(xk − xh)

2 + (yk − yh)
2
)

�tadapt = �trng · e− d−D/2
D/2 + �tmin. (32)

The reason why the interval is finally determined by decay
function instead of just the Euclidean distance is that the
nonlinear decay function varies much faster than the linear
Euclidean distance, making the CH get ready for the worst
scenario (i.e., possible detaching) in advance (i.e., short-term
prediction). In this method, the aliveness probing interval auto-
matically adapts to the topology. For more scattered topology,
the interval becomes smaller to discovery possible mem-
ber detaching, whereas the interval becomes bigger to lower
energy consumption in a more dense topology where members
are less likely to get detached from clusters.

Table VI gives an example of adaptive intervals, given the
CH-member relationships in Fig. 4(b). The settings are as
follows: �trng = 7.5 s, �tmin = 7.5 s, and D = 1500 m.
We assume that �t = �trng + �tmin = 15 s for nonadaptive
intervals. For round 1 of aliveness probing [i.e., before 2© in
Fig. 4(b)], the CH N3 finds the furthest member N4 (554.6 m)
and determines the aliveness probing interval should be set as
�tadapt = 17.2 s, bigger than �t = 15 s, thus less energy con-
sumption. For round 2 (that is when the previous interval times
out), N3 recalculates the interval as 14.7 s determined by the
new furthest member N4 due to mobility. For round 4 [“after
5©” in Fig. 4(b)], since N1 and N4 move out of the radio

range of N3, their coordinates are not received through heart-
beat interactions within an interval. However, because their
aliveness values have not been reduced to 0 at this time, the

TABLE VI
EXAMPLE OF ADAPTIVE INTERVALS

CH N3 treats the distance to N1 or N3 as the furthest radio
reach, i.e., d = D = 1500 m and �tadapt = 10.3 s, which
results in more frequent aliveness probing to discover possi-
ble topology change. The same procedure applies for round 4
(“after 5©”).

3) On-Demand Clustering: The fine-grained maintenance
based on bidirectional heartbeat interactions brings another
desired feature, the on-demand formation of clusters. Taking
Fig. 4(b) as an example again, if N1 and N4 move out of CH
N3’s radio range and never return (i.e., detached), and hap-
pen to move inside each other’s radio range afterward, they
can start forming a cluster themselves automatically as per the
clustering procedure described in Section IV-B, possibly with
some other detached nodes within reach. Therefore, the for-
mation of clusters works in an as-needed manner. The number
of CHs is self-adaptive to the network topology, as many as
needed, instead of a fixed percentage of CHs in LEACH-like
protocols, i.e., p in (1), whose assignment is rather subjec-
tive and difficult. On-demand clustering further prolongs nodes
clustered time to sustain continuous services or time-critical
collaborations.

D. Hitchhiking

Note that the detached node N1 as depicted in Section IV-C
will start its own clustering process from scratch by first
entering the WAIT_FOR_BUILD state, as described in
Algorithm 1. The start over of the clustering has some
limitations in that it has to experience a whole clustering pro-
cess requiring more time including some mandatory timeouts
(J-timer, C-timer, etc.), and more energy due to several round-
trip packet interactions. To further improve energy efficiency,
we designed the hitchhiking mechanism. Any detached node
that overhears the cluster_alive_req indicating an alive cluster
can apply to join it. It is called hitchhiking since the node does
not have to undergo the whole clustering process as described
in Section IV-B. The hitchhiking has two constraints: 1) the
node and the overheard head must both enable hitchhiking
configuration and 2) the detached node must have the peer role
(i.e., in the WAIT_FOR_BUILD state) other than the initia-
tor role (i.e., in the WAIT_FOR_JOIN state) because initiator
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Algorithm 3 Hitchhiking Procedure
1: state WAIT_FOR_BUILD(timeout=B):
2: if receives cluster_alive_req & role == peer & hitch == true

then
3: HITCH()
4:
5: state BUILT():
6: if receives cluster_hitch & role == head & hitch == true then
7: ACCEPT_HITCH()
8:
9: function HITCH():

10: send cluster_hitch to sender of cluster_alive_req
11: if received cluster_role then
12: role = role2 in cluster_role, i.e., “member”
13: add to cluster_rel and set its aliveness al=3
14: head = sender of cluster_role
15: enter BUILT()
16:
17: function ACCEPT_HITCH():
18: send cluster_role(role2=member) to sender of cluster_hitch
19: add to cluster_rel and set its aliveness al=3

might already have some correlation with other nodes, and
must not “abandon” these nodes in the halfway, to avoid state
chaos and unexpected exceptions.

The hitchhiking procedure is described in detail in
Algorithm 3. Blue arrows in Fig. 3 depict the state transitions
of the hitchhiking procedure. As we can see from Fig. 4(c),
the detached node N1 moves inside N3’s radio range and over-
hears the cluster_alive_req sent by N3, if N1 just happens to
switch to WAIT_FOR_BUILD state. It sends the cluster_hitch
PDU to N3 that later replies with a cluster_role with role1
being set as head and role2 as member. N1 accepts the role
and becomes part of the cluster if hitchhiking is turned on.
Then, N1 and N3 start normal cluster_alive_req/resp heartbeat
interactions as described in Section IV-B for maintenance.

E. Rebuilding

Unlike LEACH-like protocols that hand off the role of CH
by rounds, our protocol tends to keep the cluster as steady
as possible, to prolong the clustered time and established col-
laboration; that is to keep the CH handovers as minimum as
possible since it requires extra time and energy to rebuild the
cluster that could compromise the continuity of CH-member
collaboration or real-time services (e.g., video surveillance
streaming). Therefore, unless it is necessary, CH of the clus-
ter is not to be reselected (i.e., rebuilding of the cluster). The
necessity of rebuilding is when the current CH is not capable
of or no longer suitable to coordinate the cluster, for example,
low fitness value caused by low battery, etc. To this regard,
the CH examines the fitness values of all members stored in
the cluster_rel once every z seconds. If its fitness value is
lower than p% (e.g., 70%) of the current highest one, the CH
multicasts a cluster_detach PDU to notify all controlled mem-
bers that a rebuilding of the cluster is ready to be initiated.
Members go to WAIT_FOR_BUILD upon reception so that
a new clustering can be undergoing. Note that since the cur-
rent CH does not have the highest fitness value, it will not be
selected as the new CH to avoid the suboptimal CH selection.

F. Protocol Analysis

We now analyze how RANCE behaves under various
effects.

1) Effect of Node Additions and Removals on CH Selection:
The R-second timer for WAIT_FOR_ROLE state provides
remarkable robustness for CH selection process in a topology
with frequent node additions or removals. Due to the mobil-
ity of nodes, there might be some inconsistency between the
peers stored in the initiator’s cand_list and those in the phys-
ical topology. We first analyze the node removal scenario. If
the initiator Nini selects peer Nx in its cand_list as CH, it noti-
fies Nx with cluster_role PDU and enters WAIT_FOR_ROLE
with an R-second timer (see Section IV-B1). Nevertheless,
during the role assignment, Nx might be out of Nini’s radio
range due to mobility, failure, etc., which Nini is unaware
of at that time. This might lead to some inconsistency.
Fortunately, Nx is also in WAIT_FOR_ROLE as is Nini. If
Nx does not receive cluster_role within R seconds, it goes
back to WAIT_FOR_BUILD, and competes for initiation of
clustering from scratch after the B-second timer times out,
as described in Section IV-B1, and so does Nini. Therefore,
random node removals do not cause critical impact on CH
selection regardless of inconsistency. We then analyze a node
addition scenario. A peer node Ny that randomly joins the
physical topology is unknown by the initiator Nini during CH
selection, because Ny does not participate in the initiation of
clustering led by Nini in the first place (see Section IV-B1).
Ny will not be selected as CH even if it has the highest fit-
ness value. However, Ny is now in its WAIT_FOR_BUILD
state, which means it can lead its own or follow another
node’s initiation of clustering, starting over the clustering pro-
cess, or Ny can possibly hitchhike an overheard cluster during
its WAIT_FOR_BUILD period (see Section IV-D). Therefore,
random node additions do not compromise current CH selec-
tions and role assignments. Which cluster the newly added
node will belong to is quite random. In a word, the proposed
CH selection and role assignment procedure, together with the
timeout mechanism, have basic tolerance to node removals and
additions (see details in simulations in Section VI).

2) Effect on Routing After Clustering: In MANETs, nodes
are peers, i.e., end systems as well as routing devices. It is
required that every peer should maintain routing information
in advance if table-driven routing protocols (e.g., DSDV, desti-
nation sequenced distance vector) are adopted, or find routes in
an ad hoc manner if on-demand routing protocols (e.g., AODV,
ad hoc on-demand distance vector routing) are adopted. Either
way, peers have to conduct routing and data forwarding them-
selves. Once nodes are clustered with some CH, CH acts as
the “gateway” of the cluster. All controlled members in a
cluster rely on CH for both inner and intercluster data forward-
ing. Therefore, theoretically speaking, members store only
one default route that takes CH as the gateway, and forward
all traffic to it. That is to say, it is single-hop data routing
inside a cluster with CH as the “hub,” obviously. On the other
hand, CHs across the physical topology must conduct multihop
data forwarding, either to communicate with each other, or
to aggregate data to BS for remote process. Therefore, CHs
adopts multihop routing to address each other, much like ad
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hoc routing schemes [e.g., DSDV, AODV, dynamic source
routing (DSR)]. To summary, RANCE provides a hybrid
routing scheme after clustering—single-hop routing inside a
cluster and multihop routing across CHs. Routing scheme turns
from a flattened structure before clustering to a hierarchical
structure after clustering.

3) Scalability of RANCE: Suppose the radius of the radio
coverage of a node k is Dk, and the theoretical radio coverage
of a CH h can be acquired by

covh = πD2
h. (33)

The total area of the field for the network to be deployed
is determined by (34), where X and Y denote the width and
length, respectively

area = X · Y. (34)

Suppose, initially (i.e., at time t0), nodes are evenly dis-
tributed across the network. Therefore, the number of CHs
that are able to cluster all nodes is determined by

H = area

covh
= X · Y

πD2
h

. (35)

The average size of a cluster can be acquired by (36), given
that the total number of nodes is K

‖Vh(t0)‖ = K

H
= πD2

h

X · Y
· K. (36)

The nodes in a cluster are moving all the time from t0 to
t1. We calculate the average distance between members and
CH at time t1. Note that dk,h(t1) can be acquired by (4)

dav(t1) =
‖Vh‖∑
k=1

dk,h(t1). (37)

If dk,h(t1) < Dh holds true, it stochastically indicates mem-
bers tend to stay in the current cluster, and the size of the
cluster remains unchanged, if there do not exist node addi-
tions or removals at this time. If dk,h(t1) ≥ Dh holds true, the
size of the cluster is proportional to Dh

dav
, as revealed by

‖Vh(t1)‖ =
⎧⎨
⎩

πD2
h

X·Y · K = ‖Vh(t0)‖, if dk,h(t1) < Dh
πD3

h
X·Y·dav

· K = Dh
dav

· ‖Vh(t0)‖, if dk,h(t1) ≥ Dh.

(38)

For situation that dk,h(t1) < Dh, all nodes still belong to
some cluster at time t1, i.e., the following equation:

‖Vh(t1)‖ × H = πD2
h

X · Y
· K × X · Y

πD2
h

= K. (39)

Otherwise, some nodes are dynamically detached from CHs
at time t1, i.e., the following equation:

‖Vh(t1)‖ × H = πD3
h

X · Y · dav
· K × X · Y

πD2
h

= K · Dh

dav
< K. (40)

However, detaching can be swiftly detected by RANCE’s
fine-grained maintenance mechanism, and the on-demand
clustering or hitchhiking can be initiated as described in
Section IV-B. Therefore, it is believed that RANCE clusters a

Fig. 5. Preliminary hardware prototype of RANCE in previous works.

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Mobile surveillance of a meteorological radar. (a) Cluster and the
radar. (b) Bird recognition. (c) Mobile surveillance around the radar.

very high percentage of all nodes, and provides good cluster-
ing scalability to the network size (see later in Section VI-D
for simulation details).

V. POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS

A. Mobile Surveillance of Unattended Assets

Some of RANCE’s basic functions (such as clustering)
have been preliminarily implemented on the Raspberry-based
platform to prototype the clustering protocol in hardware
environment in our previous works [33], [34], as shown in
Fig. 5.

We believe these prototypes can be deployed for collabora-
tive mobile surveillance over unattended facilities or assets.
For example, in our previous work [33], several wheeled
mobile nodes running early version of RANCE were deployed
in a meteorological site to monitor harmful animals that would
damage meteorological facilities. These nodes were clustered
to provide a full-angle, mobile, and collaborative surveil-
lance over meteorological facilities (e.g., radars) to reduce
the chance of blind spots [see Fig. 6(c)]. Some nodes were
equipped with image recognition functionalities, and others
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Fig. 7. Possible application of RANCE in IoT-based smart agriculture.

were responsible for data forwarding of image and recognized
results [see Fig. 6(b)].

B. Possible Applications in IoT

RANCE does not impose restrictions on link-layer spec-
ifications. Therefore, LPWAN [35] (low-power wide area
networks, e.g., LoRa and NB-IoT) technologies that are widely
adopted in IoT can also be used as the communication sub-
strate for RANCE, in addition to IEEE 802.15.4 usually
used in WSN/WPAN, 802.11-like technologies usually used
in MANET, etc. This paves the way for RANCE’s application
on top of IoT, as long as RANCE PDUs are encapsulated in
IoT packets, and RANCE agents are deployed on IoT devices.
On the one hand, IoT settles the networking between smart
objects. On the other hand, RANCE on top of IoT deals
with task-oriented clustering and collaboration, enriching IoT’s
functionalities. One of IoT’s remarkable applications is the
smart agriculture that requires long-term mobile surveillance
over unattended agricultural assets. We envision RANCE’s
application in IoT-based smart agriculture as shown in Fig. 7.
In this example, mobile devices (e.g., UAVs and vehicles)
and fixed IoT devices (e.g., various sensors and cameras)
form a hybrid cluster using RANCE. Agricultural crops can
be full-angle monitored with both fixed and mobile devices.
Harmful animals can be identified by devices with recogni-
tion functions, and recognized results are sent to CH (i.e., the
UAV on the upper left corner) for further process. CH can
then command some node (e.g., the vehicle on the lower left
corner) with alarm device to attempt to drive these animals
away. Mobile nodes can even have fixed IoT devices under
surveillance to check if they work properly. These collabo-
rative functions can be derived from clustering by RANCE,
and orchestrated as a service function chain. In addition, IoT
devices can be clustered in an on-demand manner with other
mobile devices using RANCE, if current mobile devices move
away. In a word, RANCE is able to help build a mobile ad
hoc IoT with heterogeneous devices.

Fig. 8. OMNeT++ simulation.

VI. EVALUATION

To evaluate the functionalities and performances, we imple-
mented RANCE using OMNeT++ and INET framework, we
conducted in this article a series of simulations with compari-
son against four LEACH-like protocols, namely, LEACH [4],
DMH-LEACH [9], LEACH-C [4], and CEECR [30] (see
Section II). These five protocols are representative in that
RANCE is a randomly centralized protocol, and LEACH
and DMH-LEACH are distributed ones, and LEACH-C and
CEECR are centralized ones. Simulations were conducted
in a wireless mobile environment where IEEE 802.15.4 was
adopted for the data-link and physical layers. Nodes were ran-
domly distributed in a constrained space initially, and moving
continuously in a speed uniformly distributed between 10 and
20 m per second, with a direction change uniformly distributed
between 0◦ and 30◦. Several simulation sets were conducted,
each of which lasts 5 h. For LEACH-like simulations, the
duration of each round is 200 s, and CH percentage p is 0.2.

A. Simulation Set 1: Fixed Dimensions and Fixed Size

The purpose of simulation set 1 was to explain how RANCE
works, and compare the working procedure of RANCE and
LEACH-like protocols, through the runtime status of a specific
node[0] in a small-scale 802.15.4 wireless network. The space
dimensions of the environment are fixed (1600×1600 m2) and
the wireless network has a fixed number of nodes (ten mobile
nodes), as shown in Fig. 8. Black nodes represent selected CHs
while gray ones represent cluster members. The simulation
results are shown in Fig. 9. Performances of these protocols
were compared with regard to the following metrics.

1) Clustered Time: Results are shown in Fig. 9(a). RANCE
works in a randomly centralized fashion in which every node
has an even chance to initiate cluster formation. In addition,
cluster relationships are maintained constantly through bidi-
rectional heartbeats. Once any member gets detached, CH and
the member itself quickly notices it and starts the clustering
process on-demand. Therefore, we can see from the figure
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 9. Runtime status of node[0] using different protocols, fixed space dimension, and fixed network size. (a) Clustered time. (b) Role distribution. (c) Energy
consumption. (d) Cluster relationship consistency.

that RANCE has a clustered percentage as high as 99.2%
[where numeric value 1 stands for “clustered” in Fig. 9(a)].
Meanwhile, RANCE works in an event-driven manner in
which the (re-)clustering occurs only when there happens
something that indicates the necessity for clustering, such as
moving out of the CH’s radio coverage, weak signal strength,
low battery, etc. So we can see from the figure that the
RANCE’s clustered time distribution was irregular and event
triggered. Therefore, unnecessary CH handovers are reduced
at large in RANCE.

On the contrary, LEACH-like protocols work in a time-
triggered manner where (re-)clustering occurs repeatedly when
the round duration times out, necessary or not. So we can
see from Fig. 9(a) that the clustered time distributions were

very regular. However, the clustered time percentages of
LEACH-like protocols were lower than RANCE due to their
lack of cluster relationships maintenance, causing unaware-
ness of detached nodes. Among LEACH-like ones, centralized
protocols (LEACH-C and CEECR) had better percentages,
88.0% and 78.1%, respectively, since nodes can always contact
remote BS for clustering, though at the cost of higher energy
consumption due to remote communication with BS. Among
others, CEECR tends to select more stable (i.e., less mobile)
nodes as CHs, which lowers the clustered time percentage
in a mobile environment because dynamic radio coverage is
smaller due to weaker mobility. Distributed protocols (LEACH
and DMH-LEACH) have even lower clustered time percent-
ages, 77.8% 77.1%, indicating that the stochastic approach for
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Fig. 10. Runtime network status using different protocols, fixed space dimension, and variable network size.

CH selection is not very applicable in a mobile environment.
In a word, the key of RANCE’s clustered time advantage over
other counterparts in a mobile wireless environment is the clus-
ter relationship maintenance (Section IV-C), which is absent
in LEACH-like protocols.

2) Role Distribution: Role distribution represents how and
when the lifetime of a node is divided into different roles,
as shown in Fig. 9(b). Numeric values 1–5 represent roles
of unspec, peer, initiator, member, and head, respectively, as
specified in Table III. We can see from the figure that role
distribution of LEACH-like protocols is more even, yet role
switching is more frequent, causing cluster relationships to be
re-established more often. This is beneficial to energy con-
sumption balancing, but, otherwise, to continuous services,
which are likely to require stable CH-member relationships.
RANCE focuses on prolonging stable CH-member relation-
ships, to better support continuous services. It conducts CH
handovers in an on-demand manner when current CHs are no
longer suitable.

3) Energy Consumption: Energy consumption is evaluated
by the residual energy of a node, as shown in Fig. 9(c).
Among LEACH-like ones, centralized protocols (LEACH-C
and CEECR) have to report node status, such as energy,
speed, etc., to the remote BS that selects CHs accord-
ingly. Long-range communication is very costly, thus high
energy consumption for LEACH-C (144.4 J) and CEECR
(148.6 J). Distributed protocols adopt the stochastic self elec-
tion approach without counseling the remote BS and advertise
the result in the local radio coverage, thus lower energy con-
sumption (LEACH 258.7.2 J and DMH-LEACH 256.7 J).
RANCE (231.7 J) conducts cluster relationship maintenance
constantly, thus higher consumption compared with distributed
protocols, but still lower than centralized protocols because
RANCE does not require long-range communication with BS.

4) Cluster Relationship Consistency: The results are shown
in Fig. 9(d). The existence of inconsistency might be caused
by delayed or unsuccessful arrivals of heartbeat packet inter-
actions in RANCE, and the absence of maintenance dur-
ing cluster lifetime in LEACH-like protocols, respectively.
The cluster relationship maintenance procedure designed by
RANCE enables it to distinguish unclustered members (i.e.,
false members) through heartbeat packets and eliminate them

in a timely manner, providing consistency as high as 94.3%.
For LEACH-like protocols, CHs have to wait for the the
beginning of the next round to implicitly eliminate false
members. During this period, CHs are not aware of false
CH-member relationships, thus the inconsistency. Distributed
protocols LEACH and DMH-LEACH provide consistency as
much as 92.2% and 92.3%, respectively, whereas centralized
protocols LEACH-C and CEECR provide consistency as much
as 89.9% and 90.8%, respectively, lower than RANCE.

B. Simulation Set 2: Fixed Dimensions and Variable Size

The purpose of simulation set 2 was to compare perfor-
mances of these protocols, in larger networks, where the space
dimensions were fixed as 1600 m × 1600 m and the network
size increased by 20 for every simulation run, starting from 20.
The results are shown in Fig. 10, which exhibits the average
of all nodes’ corresponding metrics at the end of simulations.

With regard to clustered status (the left subfigure), we can
see that along with the increment of nodes, the clustered
percentages (i.e., how long a node stays attached to a clus-
ter as opposed to its total lifetime) of LEACH-like protocols
increased, and converged when the number of nodes reaches
about 100. This indicated that LEACH-like protocols work
better in denser networks. Distributed protocols (LEACH and
DMH-LEACH) exhibited remarkable increment of clustered
percentage (96.4% and 97.2% for 100 nodes), and surpassed
centralized protocols (LEACH-C 88.8% and CEECR 90.0%).
It also indicated that centralized protocols do not scale well
to larger networks. RANCE exhibited excellent performance
for clustered percentage (above 99% for all scenarios), almost
irrelevant to the number of nodes due to the on-demand
clustering feature enabled by fine-grained maintenance.

With regard to energy consumption (the middle subfigure),
LEACH (273.2 J, when the number of nodes reached 100) and
DMH-LEACH (273.0 J) outperformed other protocols since
they do not have to undertake heartbeat interactions as does
RANCE (198.3 J), nor the long-range communication with
BS in centralized protocols (LEACH-C 174.8 J and CEECR
177.3 J). Meanwhile, RANCE offered very stable energy con-
sumption that outperformed LEACH-C and CEECR. Notice
that in Fig. 10, there was less energy consumption with the
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Fig. 11. Runtime network status using different protocols, variable space dimension, and fixed network size.

increment of node number for LEACH-like protocols. The rea-
son for this phenomenon might be that for a denser network,
CH advertisements are more likely to be received by other
nodes (i.e., CHs competing for members). It results in higher
percentage of CHs that hold a smaller cluster with fewer mem-
bers. Smaller clusters require less energy for inner cluster
communications. However, energy consumption for LEACH-
like protocols eventually converged when the number of nodes
reaches about 100.

With regard to cluster relationship consistency (the right
subfigure), RANCE outperformed other protocols with the
help of fine-grained maintenance that eliminates inconsistent
CH-members relationships stored in CHs’ cluster_rel in time.
RANCE provides stable consistency even though the number
of nodes reached 100 (about 90%) whereas other protocols had
demonstrated drops of consistency, especially for distributed
protocols (LEACH 72.8% and DMH-LEACH 71.7%).

C. Simulation Set 3: Variable Dimensions and Fixed Size

The purpose of simulation set 3 was to compare perfor-
mances of these protocols, in larger networks, where the
network size was fixed as 20, and the space dimensions
increased by 200 m for each side in every simulation run, start-
ing from 1200 m × 1200 m. The results are shown in Fig. 11,
which exhibits the average of all nodes’ corresponding metrics
at the end of simulations.

With regard to clustered time (the left subfigure), we can
see that along with the increment of the space dimensions,
the clustered percentages of LEACH-like protocols had very
obvious drops, especially for centralized protocols (LEACH-C
and CEECR). This was consistent with the analysis as revealed
in simulation set 2 that LEACH-like protocols work better in
denser networks, but otherwise in more scattered ones. The
reason for this phenomenon is that for distributed protocols
(LEACH and DMH-LEACH), the distribution of CHs relies
on stochastic approaches, in which CHs are not guaranteed
to be evenly placed among nodes for every round. For exam-
ple, CHs might gather tightly in a certain area in extreme
cases. Nodes far away from these gathered CHs are likely
to get detached. It also indicated that centralized protocols
(LEACH-C and CEECR) are not very scalable to wider space
dimensions where nodes are mobile. Meanwhile, the BS had

its radio coverage limit, beyond which packets necessary for
clustering cannot reach nodes, thus higher rate of detached
nodes. RANCE exhibited good performance in clustered per-
centage due to that detached nodes initiate cluster formation
autonomously in a timely fashion.

With regard to energy consumption (the middle subfigure),
there was a noticeable phenomenon, which appeared contra-
dictory to intuition in that it cost less energy for centralized
protocols (LEACH-C and CEECR) in wider space, against
the radio model as described in 16. Actually, there was a rea-
sonable explanation for this. Since there were more detached
nodes for LEACH-C and CEECR, CHs had fewer attached
members in their own clusters, thus lower energy consump-
tion. That is to say, the seemingly drop of energy consumption
for centralized protocols, on the contrary, indicated again their
inapplicability in clustering for wider space dimensions.

Meanwhile, for larger dimensions, nodes are more scattered.
Due to limited radio coverages, nodes beyond these limits are
hidden terminals to each other, thus no chance to be mutually
clustered. That is to say, along with the increment of space,
there might be a relatively “fixed” number of nodes in a clus-
ter, reaching the balance between the cluster size and space
dimensions. It further reaches the balance between the increase
of energy consumption due to long transmission range, and
the decrease of energy consumption due to fewer number
members in a cluster. This analysis applies for RANCE and
distributed protocols (LEACH and DMH-LEACH), neither of
which require fixed BS.

With regard to cluster relationship consistency (the right
subfigure), we can see from the results that all protocols had
gradual drops in wider space, because nodes were more likely
to be placed at the edge of each other’s radio coverage, result-
ing in higher possibility to get detached from CHs. RANCE
provided better consistency performance due to its heartbeats-
based maintenance that timely discovered and removed falsely
attached members from CHs’ cluster_rel.

D. Simulation Set 4: Scalability Comparison in Even Larger
Networks

The purpose of simulation set 4 was to compare cluster-
ing scalability of different protocols in even larger networks
with 100–300 nodes. The space dimensions were 1600 m
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Fig. 12. Runtime network scalability using different protocols, fixed space dimension, and variable network size.

×1600 m. The results are shown in Fig. 12, which exhibits
the number of clustered nodes among all nodes to demon-
strate how protocols scale to the network size. On average,
RANCE clustered about 97 nodes in a 100-node network, 178
nodes in a 200-node network, and 270 nodes in a 300-node
network. It can be seen that the clustering performance of
RANCE scales well with the network size. The reason for
its good scalability is that RANCE provides a fine-grained
maintenance mechanism, and conducts on-demand clustering
in a timely fashion once detached nodes are discovered. Also,
existing clusters can be hitchhiked by detached nodes through
the hitchhiking mechanism. LEACH clustered about 54 nodes
in a 100-node network, 81 nodes in a 200-node network, and
106 nodes in a 300-node network, on average. The reason for
this phenomenon is that LEACH (and possibly other similar
distributed clustering protocols) selects CHs in a stochastic
approach. CHs might not be chosen where they are most
needed to cover as many unclustered nodes. DMH-LEACH
provided similar clustering scalability. Meanwhile, centralized
clustering protocols provided even lower clustering scalability.
LEACH-C clustered about 35 nodes in a 100-node network,
40 nodes in a 200-node network, and 42 nodes in a 300-node
network. It can be seen that LEACH-C did not scale well with
network size. CEECR provided similar clustering scalability.
One way to improve the scalability of LEACH-like protocols
is to select more CHs [i.e., assigning larger p in (1)]. However,
to define an optimal value for p a prior is not a trivial task in
a dynamic and mobile wireless network.

To summary, RANCE outperforms LEACH-like protocols
with regard to clustering scalability in larger networks. The
major reason is that the number of CHs in RANCE is adaptive
to the topology changes due to on-demand clustering, while
that in LEACH-like protocols is determined a prior and usually
stays unchanged during the network lifetime.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this article, we proposed RANCE, a randomly cen-
tralized and on-demand clustering protocol for MANETs.
Compared with conventional LEACH-like protocols, RANCE
provides several promising features, which we believe fit
well in applications in MANETs, compared with LEACH-like
protocols.

1) RANCE’s random centralization guarantees the optimal-
ity when selecting CHs. In addition, the role to centrally
and optimally select CHs is only competed in the local
mobile wireless network without evolving remote BS to
avoid high energy consumption.

2) RANCE’s fine-grained maintenance guarantees on-
demand clustering instead of round-based CH handovers
seen in LEACH-like protocols. It offers longer clus-
tered time thus better support for continuous services
and collaborative tasks. It also provides good scalability
in larger network. In addition, it also improve the consis-
tency between logical cluster relationships and physical
topologies.

The simulation results show that RANCE achieves these
features at minimum energy cost. It has good potentials
in mobile wireless environments that are infrastructureless,
for continuous missions and internodes collaborations that
involve intensive mobility, such as unmanned collaborative
surveillance.

In our future works, we are going to study the following
related issue. For multifunctional and time-sequenced tasks
(such as collaboration between drones with different equip-
ments in battlefields), a number of functionally heterogeneous
nodes might be required to be orchestrated to execute a series
of subtasks in a given order. This exhibits functionally con-
strained composition logics during clustering. In this article,
functional heterogeneity and constraints are not studied for
these complex tasks. Functionally heterogeneous orchestration
of nodes and its optimization can be modeled as service func-
tion chaining problems [36], and will be studied in our future
work.
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